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ROCKET WYLDE and the PLANETSAVERS

The backstory of the Planetsavers will make an awesome Disney XD featurel but
don't worry, every episode stands on its own!  The ghost of Don LaFontaine will
return to narrate everything a first time viewer will need to hurl him into the world
of Rocket Wylde, which follows. (It will help if your brain adds a bit of echo):

On a primitive planet in the far reaches of the galaxy, the fearless

explorer, ROCKET WYLDE, discovered the ruins of an ancient yet highly

advanced civilization and activated its incredible technology.  All

across the planet forgotten artifacts were energized, bestowing

great power on their users, power that can be used for good or evil!

To face these fantastic dangers young Rocket called upon the fabled

heroes of the ancients, THE PLANETSAVERS!

SLAG!  The incredibly strong mineral elemental who can change his

stoney body into any form of natural rock!

THORN!  The vegetable man with all the powers of the plant kingdom,

from towering redwood to Poison Oak!

And CLAWD!  The ferocious champion who takes the traits of any animal

of land, sea or air!

Together they fight for the innocent and guard against dangers that

threaten their world.  They are

ROCKET WYLDE AND THE PLANET SAVERS!

Naturally the opening credits will be packed with awe inspiring visuals to illustrate
the nosebleed hyperbole of the intro... and sometimes not so much.  Rocket
Wylde is only ten or twelve years old and activated the ancient technology by
falling down a hole and hitting it with his butt.   There, in the underground ruins,
Rocket found the towering statues of the original Planetsavers, heroic sculptures
of men based on animal, vegetable and mineral life forms!  But when Rocket
called them forth he got little kid versions of the heroes, still insanely powerful but
with all the energy, enthusiasm, and lack of judgment of little brothers
everywhere.

The stories of the series are science fiction-tinged tales featuring more sense of
wonder than hard science and every episode has plenty of obstacles to
overcome and lots of jeopardy.  The tone is upbeat and optimistic but there is
always something at stake.  It may be as simple as Rocket wanting clean up a
mess he made to as serious as saving the lives of an entire settlement or planet.



At the heart of each story is something makes us and root for the Planetsavers
and understand what they're trying to achieve.  That's the adventure part.

The comedy comes from the broad personalities and over the top actions of the
lead characters.  This is not the Justice League here.  You're not going to see
grim faced avengers facing down an alien invasion.   Okay, they think they're
being all grimfaced and avenging but it's more giggle provoking than fear
inducing.

Although Rocket takes his "job" seriously, his judgement is still that of a ten year
old.  His ego is big enough and his belief in his buddies strong enough to make
his unwavering confidence seem almost reasonable.  Truth is, the Planetsavers
are always in over their heads facing impossible odds.  They prevail with a
never-say-die attitude and a determination to succeed that inspires the people
they're trying to help.

ROCKET WYLDE
If there's an intensity knob on the brain that goes to ten, Rocket has found a way
to crank his to eleven or twelve.  Why walk when you can run?  And why run
when you can strap a saddle and booster jets to some giant flying lizard?  The
kid is chock full of ideas and unfortunately for the nearby communities, has
access to the technology to carry them out.  He's not a brainy type.  He just has
no fear of pushing the buttons of an unknown device to see what it does.  Once
he knows it's a freeze unit, his mind makes the easy jump of turning a tropical
lagoon into a skating rink.  Of course, he doesn't slow down enough to consider
that removing the freezing component from a cryogenic chamber might thaw the
giant, armor-plated mutant with the sour disposition.  Yes, sometimes the
adventures of the Planetsavers start in cranial void where Rocket's common
sense should be.

Rocket is tireless, impulsive, and incredibly loyal and protective of his buddies,
Slag, Clawd and Bloom.   Each of them can show initiative, especially when one
of the others is at risk, but it's Rocket who takes the lead and shouts out the form
he wants they guys to take in a fight.  He is the undisputed leader of the team
although that doesn't mean they'll always do what he says.

SLAG
Short, squat, incredibly strong and apparently made of stone, Slag has the
confident swagger of a jock but he is a bit slow on the uptake.  Let's face it, he's
about as smart as a rock.  But somehow he sees himself as top dog and puts on
a show of ordering the others around.  Power-wise, SLAG can turn into a
boulder, a crystal, a dust storm, molten lava, mud or any other form that minerals
can take.

THORN
The vegetable boy is the most frivolous of the group.  He rarely takes things



seriously even in the midst of a fight.  THORN can glide on the wind with fan-like
leaves or become a cloud of pollen. He can also grow into a redwood giant or
become a thorny vine.  He's nearly indestructible.  He can be shredded to pieces
but each will take seed and weave themselves into a fresh version of him.

CLAWD
CLAWD can be a fish, bird, reptile, or any combination of creatures.  He doesn't
actually become those creatures; he's always recognizable as Clawd.  He is
aggressive and eager to leap into action although his fierce disposition can be
waylaid by scratching him behind the ears which starts him purring.












